a b s t r a c t
Definite noun phrases typically refer to entities that are uniquely identifiable in the speaker and addressee's common ground. Some definite noun phrases (e.g. the hospital in Mary had to go the hospital and John did too) seem to violate this uniqueness constraint. We report six experiments that were motivated by the hypothesis that these ''weak definite" interpretations arise in ''incorporated" constructions. Experiments 1-3 compared nouns that seem to allow for a weak definite interpretation (e.g. hospital, bank, bus, radio) with those that do not (e.g. farm, concert, car, book). Experiments 1 and 2 used an instruction-following task and picture-judgment task, respectively, to demonstrate that a weak definite need not uniquely refer. In Experiment 3 participants imagined scenarios described by sentences such as The Federal Express driver had to go to the hospital/farm. Scenarios following weak definite noun phrases were more likely to include conventional activities associated with the object, whereas following regular nouns, participants were more likely to imagine scenarios that included typical activities associated with the subject; similar effects were observed with weak indefinites. Experiment 4 found that object-related activities were reduced when the same subject and object were used with a verb that does not license weak definite interpretations. In Experiment 5, a science fiction story introduced an artificial lexicon for novel concepts. Novel nouns that shared conceptual properties with English weak definite nouns were more likely to allow weak reference in a judgment task. Experiment 6 demonstrated that familiarity for definite articles and anti-familiarity for indefinite articles applies to the activity associated with the noun, consistent with predictions made by the incorporation analysis.
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Weak definite noun phrases
Definite reference has played a central role both in formal models of discourse and reference (e.g. Abbott, 2008; Gundel, Hedberg, & Zacharski, 1993; Heim, 1982; Roberts, 2003) and in psychological models of reference generation and comprehension (e.g. Clark & Marshall, 1978; Clark & Marshall, 1981) . Definite reference has also provided an important testing ground for understanding how speakers and listeners generate and interpret referring expressions in real-time language processing (Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2008; Chambers, Tanenhaus, Eberhard, Filip, & Carlson, 2002; Eberhard et al., 1995; Fukumura, Harley, van Gompel, & Pickering, 2011; Gorman, Gegg-Harrison, Marsh, & Tanenhaus, in press; Heller, Gorman, & Tanenhaus, 2012; Wu & Keysar, 2007) .
To a first approximation, the referent of a definite noun phrase is assumed to be uniquely describable in the relevant referential domain of the discourse; for our purposes this domain can be construed as the common ground of the speaker and listener (Clark & Marshall, 1981; Stalnaker, 1979) . For example, in the presence of two (or more)
